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Abstract
One of the recent proposals for the design of state-of-the-art emissive materials for organic light
emitting diodes (OLEDs) is the principle of thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF). The
underlying idea is to enable facile thermal upconversion of excited state triplets, which are generated
upon electron-hole recombination, to excited state singlets by minimizing the corresponding energy
difference resulting in devices with up to 100% internal quantum efficiencies (IQEs). Ideal emissive
materials potentially surpassing TADF emitters should have both negative singlet-triplet gaps and
appreciable fluorescence rates to maximize reverse intersystem crossing (rISC) rates from excited
triplets to singlets while minimizing ISC rates and triplet state occupation leading to long-term
operational stability. However, molecules with negative singlet-triplet gaps are extremely rare and, to
the best of our knowledge, not emissive. In this work, based on computational studies, we describe
the first molecules with negative singlet-triplet gaps and considerable fluorescence rates and show
that they are more common than hypothesized previously.

Introduction
Hund’s first rule1 predicts that the first excited state of closed-shell molecules is a triplet state of lower
energy than the first excited singlet state. This prediction holds for all but a handful of all known
compounds, both organic and inorganic.2,3 Hence, it is the basis for Jablonski diagrams4 in educational
material about electronic spectra of molecules illustrating that it is almost considered a basic truth in
chemistry.5–12 Molecules violating Hund’s first rule in their first excited singlet and triplet energies are
said to possess an “inverted” singlet-triplet gap (herein termed the INVEST property). Very few, i.e. on
the order of 10, organic INVEST molecules were predicted on the basis of computations alone2,13,14
with little to no experimental evidence,15,16 and, as far as we know, no inorganic INVEST molecule is
known to date. Besides inherently inverted molecules, it has been shown in recent years that the
influence of the environment can also make the gap negative,17 for instance in exciplexes,18 through
strong light-matter coupling in microcavities,19 and polarizable environments.20 Moreover, the
possibility of inverted singlet-triplet gaps but in higher excited states was also investigated.21

Nevertheless, two recent publications appeared almost simultaneously, sparking new interest in
INVEST molecules and their potential applications in photocatalysis, and in organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs).22,23 The two molecules reported were both based on phenalene24 with a distinct
degree of nitrogen substitution. In these structures, the inverted gaps emerge as a result of both very
small exchange integrals, due to minimal spatial overlap between the HOMO and the LUMO, and
significant double excitation character in the electronic transitions leading to stabilization of the first
excited singlet relative to the first excited triplet via spin polarization. This is important, as it was shown
previously that inherent single-excitation methods, including time-dependent density functional
approximations (TD-DFAs) with GGA, meta-GGA and hybrid functionals, are unable to describe singlettriplet inversion.22,23
Importantly, both reported INVEST molecules have symmetry-forbidden S1-S0 transitions and are likely
very poor emitters. Provided INVEST molecules with appreciable fluorescence rates were found, they
could have the potential to become the next generation of OLED materials17,25 because of fast reverse
intersystem crossing (i.e., TADF without activation), high emission rates, and a thermodynamic
equilibrium that disfavors triplets, and, hence, minimizes triplet nonradiative decay processes that
shorten device lifetimes.17 Based on computational evidence, we herein reveal many novel organic
INVEST molecules with appreciable fluorescence rates. Overall, we observe that the singlet-triplet gap,
the fluorescence rates, and the absorption wavelength can be tuned by modification, especially
nitrogen substitution, of the phenalene core. We also observe that substitution with electron-donating
and electron-withdrawing groups, via the “push-pull” effect,26,27 can lead to azaphenalenes with
increased oscillator strengths, hence also to increased fluorescence rates, while maintaining inverted
singlet-triplet gaps. Finally, we observe that systematic optimization of substituted azaphenalenes for
high oscillator strength, small singlet-triplet gap, and absorption wavelength leads to a rich chemical
space of highly emissive INVEST molecules covering essentially the entire visible light spectrum.

Computational Details
Ground state conformational ensembles were generated using crest28 (version 2.10.1) with the iMTDGC29,30 workflow (default option) at the GFN0-xTB31 level of theory. The lowest energy conformers
were first reoptimized using xtb32 (version 6.3.0) at the GFN2-xTB33,34 level of theory, followed by
another reoptimization using Orca35,36 (version 4.2.1) at the B3LYP37–39/cc-pVDZ40 level of theory. The
corresponding geometries were used for subsequent ground and excited state single-point
calculations. Single points at the ωB2PLYP41/def2-SVP,42 and DLPNO-NEVPT2(6,6)43/def2-SV(P)42 levels
of theory were performed using Orca35,36 (version 4.2.1), single points at the ADC(2)44–50/cc-pVDZ,40
ADC(3)44–50/cc-pVDZ,40 EOM-CCSD51–55/cc-pVDZ,40 FNO-EOM-CCSD51–59/cc-pVDZ40 with 98.85% of the
total natural population, and SA-SF-PBE5060–65/def2-SVP40 levels of theory were performed using QChem66 (version 5.2). Ground and excited geometry optimizations for adiabatic state energy
differences at the ωB2PLYP41/def2-SV(P)42 level of theory were performed in Orca35,36 (version 4.2.1)
using numerical gradients. For all excited state single point calculations, four roots were chosen each
for both the singlet and the triplet manifold. For the ground and excited state geometry optimizations,
two roots were chosen each. Fluorescence rate estimates are based on absorption oscillator strengths,
and converted based on well-established equations from the literature.67

Results
Benchmarking. We set out to find efficient methods able to predict the singlet-triplet inversion, which
are suitable for high-throughput virtual screening. Several efficient approaches were compared against
benchmark methods for molecules 1 and 2 (Scheme 1). Table 1 shows the results of several
computational excited state techniques of varying computational cost including two particularly
efficient families of methods that include double excitations, namely double-hybrid TD-DFAs68–71
(ωB2PLYP41) and spin-flip TD-DFAs60,61 (SA-SF-PBE5060–65). Using ωB2PLYP, we could estimate
vibrational contributions to the singlet-triplet gap by performing excited singlet and triplet geometry
optimizations. Due to their rigid structures, the energy difference between singlet and triplet minima
(also termed adiabatic gap) is almost identical to the singlet-triplet gap at the Franck-Condon point
(also termed vertical gap) for both 1 and 2. Hence, we decided to continue our study using the latter
as an approximation to the gap between minima. We note that ωB2PLYP only reproduces an inverted
singlet-triplet gap for 2, but not for 1. This is the result of a systematic and correctable offset compared
to benchmark methods like ADC(2) or EOM-CCSD (vide infra).

Scheme 1. Structures of azaphenalenes used for initial benchmarking of singlet-triplet gaps.
Table 1. Benchmarking of excited-state energy differences of 1 and 2. Both double-hybrid TD-DFAs and
spin-flip TD-DFAs can reproduce inverted gaps.
Method
ADC(3)/cc-pVDZ
ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ
EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ
FNO-EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ
DLPNO-NEVPT2(6,6)/def2-SV(P)
ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP
ωB2PLYP/def2-SV(P) (vertical)
ωB2PLYP/def2-SV(P) (adiabatic)
SA-SF-PBE50/def2-SVP

1
ΔE(S0-S1) [eV]
0.777
1.038
1.092
1.126
1.112
1.316
1.347
1.296
1.095

2
ΔE(S1-T1) [eV]
-0.092
-0.160
-0.099
-0.104
-0.189
0.042
0.046
0.055
-0.109

ΔE(S0-S1) [eV]
2.665
2.578
2.791
3.418
2.552
3.028
3.089
3.045
2.909

ΔE(S1-T1) [eV]
-0.109
-0.278
-0.180
-0.214
-0.344
-0.218
-0.198
-0.188
-0.181

Effect of Core Structure. Compounds 1 and 2 are isoelectronic and differ only by substitution of C-H
with N. Hence, we decided to explore all structures resulting from systematic permutations of such
nitrogen substitutions (Scheme 2).

Scheme 2. Systematic substitution of C-H with N in azaphenalenes cores.
Figure 1 illustrates the predicted properties of the resulting compounds, at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ
level of theory, with the singlet-triplet gap on the abscissa and the oscillator strength for the S0-S1
transition (f12) on the ordinate. It shows that there are several INVEST molecules with non-zero
oscillator strength. From these molecules, we selected four, marked in red in Figure 1 and depicted in
Scheme 3, because of their favorable trade-off between the singlet-triplet gap and the oscillator
strength, their distinct excitation energies and because synthetic procedures for compounds with
these core structures have been reported.72–88 State energy differences, oscillator strengths and
estimated fluorescence rate constants of 1-6 are summarized in Table 2.

Figure 1. Map of singlet-triplet gaps and oscillator strengths of all permutations of substituting C-H
with N in azaphenalenes at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of theory. Red data points show structures
selected for further investigations.

Scheme 3. Azaphenalenes with the best trade-off between the singlet-triplet gap and the
fluorescence rate.

Table 2. Excited-state energy differences and oscillator strengths of the S0-S1 transition, and estimated
fluorescence rates of the S1-S0 transition for compounds 1-6 at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of theory.
EOM-CCSD/ccpVDZ
1
2
3
4
5
6

ΔE(S0-S1) [eV]

ΔE(S1-T1) [eV]

1.092
2.791
1.659
2.012
2.251
2.209

-0.099
-0.180
-0.068
-0.029
-0.078
-0.071

Oscillator strength
f12
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.005
0.003
0.006

Fluorescence
rate kF [106 s-1]
0.00192
0.0105
0.416
0.872
0.741
1.22

Effect of Substitution. Although several new molecules with inverted gaps were obtained, none were
optically bright. Hence, we decided to look at the impact of both electron-donating and electronwithdrawing substituents on the properties, as well as probing both mesomeric and inductive effects.
Hence, we selected a set of 18 substituents that are both common and small and computed the
properties for all distinct monosubstituted analogues of compounds 1-6, as depicted in Scheme 4. The
corresponding property map, at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of theory, is shown in Figure 2. A single
substituent can change the singlet-triplet gap by several tenths of electronvolts and the oscillator
strength can be increased up to one order of magnitude. In this small set of monosubstituted
molecules, there are already a few INVEST molecules with appreciable oscillator strength. These
observations suggest that both the singlet-triplet gap and the oscillator strength can be tuned to a
significant extent by substituents and that systematic optimization of both these properties is feasible.
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Scheme 4. Systematic monosubstitution of compounds 1-6 with diverse substituents.

Figure 2. Map of singlet-triplet gaps and oscillator strengths of systematic monosubstituted
compounds 1-6 at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of theory.
Optimization of Oscillator Strength. To start optimizing oscillator strength while keeping the singlettriplet gap negative, we needed to establish a robust computational protocol that predicts trends in
the INVEST property, as well as the oscillator strength, and can be efficiently applied to larger

molecules. Hence, all EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ results, both singlet-triplet gaps and oscillator strengths, of
the core structures and monosubstituted compounds were compiled as a benchmark dataset. Figure
3 compares this dataset against computationally less expensive methods. It shows that ADC(2)/ccpVDZ generally shows the closest agreement with EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ, but at too high a cost for
screening as we only saw a timing reduction of roughly 10%. ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP offers the best tradeoff between cost and accuracy. We observed a more than 200-fold timing reduction compared to EOMCCSD/cc-pVDZ, while still faithfully reproducing trends in both singlet-triplet gaps and oscillator
strengths.
a)

b)

Figure 3. Benchmarking of computational methods for singlet-triplet gaps (a) and oscillator strengths
(b). ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP offers the best trade-off between cost and accuracy. The calculation of
oscillator strengths was not available for SA-SF-PBE50/def2-SVP.
To correct for the systematic shift in the ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP singlet-triplet gaps, we estimated the
offset against an EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ calculation using Gaussian process regression. The estimated
offset is 0.15 ± 0.05 eV at a singlet-triplet gap of 0 eV. Hence, molecules were optimized by keeping
the ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP singlet-triplet gap below 0.15 eV, while maximizing the oscillator strength
simultaneously. We note that outliers in the oscillator strength diagrams (cf. Figure 3b) are likely errors
from EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ as correlating the ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ and ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP results does not
show considerable outliers. In addition, to correct for systematic discrepancies in the computed
vertical S1 excitation energies and estimate the solvatochromic shift of the studied compounds in
solution, we compiled experimental UV-VIS absorption data in solution from the literature and used
linear regression for correction. All predicted absorption wavelengths provided are corrected that way.
The underlying data is found in the Supporting Information.
Consequently, INVEST molecules were optimized by systematic structural modification and fine-tuning
of properties. The corresponding progress is depicted in Figure 4. Importantly, the abscissa, indicating
the molecule number, essentially illustrates how we explored the chemical space over time. Some
important structures along the optimization are marked with diamond markers in Figure 4a, with red
markers in Figure 4b, and highlighted in Table 3. These results demonstrate that INVEST molecules
with appreciable fluorescence rates can indeed be designed and are likely not as rare as previously
hypothesized.22

a)

b)

Figure 4. Optimization progress for both the singlet-triplet gap and oscillator strength (a) and property
map (b) of all compounds investigated during the optimization. Significant structures are marked with
diamond markers (a) and red markers (b), respectively.
Table 3. Important structures along the optimization trajectory, aimed at INVEST molecules with
appreciable oscillator strength, and their properties. Absorption wavelengths, λ(S0-S1), are corrected
based on experimental data (vide supra, details in the Supporting Information).
Compound

ΔE(S0-S1)
[eV]

λ(S0-S1)
[nm]

ΔE(S1-T1)
[eV]

f12

kF [106 s-1]

2.423

594

0.031

0.067

17.1

2.509

573

0.022

0.142

38.7

2.479

580

0.124

0.196

52.4

2.495

576

0.100

0.291

78.7

2.554

563

0.081

0.464

131

2.533

568

0.101

0.659

184

7

8

9

10

11

12

2.020

714

0.052

0.106

18.8

2.345

614

0.121

0.171

40.7

2.400

600

0.029

0.535

134

2.804

513

0.217

1.510

515

2.609

551

0.078

0.300

88.7

13

14

15

16

17

Discovery and Optimization of Blue Emitters. The previous optimization turned out no potential blue
emitters, a color of particular importance in optoelectronic applications.25,89–97 Before carrying out a
more focused investigation towards INVEST molecules with appreciable fluorescence rates, we tested
a few modifications of molecules 1 and 2 to find out what structural features undo the inversion,
making the singlet-triplet gap positive. One change that did not undo it, but also blue-shifted the
excitation significantly is the modification leading to azacyclopenta[cd]phenalene98 18, shown in
Scheme 5a. Hence, analogously to before, we explored all structures resulting from systematic
permutations of all possible substitutions of C-H with N (Scheme 5b).

a)

b)

Scheme 5. Structure of azacyclopenta[cd]phenalene 18 (a) and systematic substitution of C-H with N
in azacyclopenta[cd]phenalene cores (b).
Figure 5a shows the map of the singlet-triplet gaps and the oscillator strengths at the EOM-CCSD/ccpVDZ level of theory and Figure 5b shows the map of the singlet-triplet gaps and the vertical excitation
energies. Compared to Figure 1, the lowest singlet-triplet gaps are larger, the range of singlet-triplet
gaps is narrower, and the range of oscillator strengths is wider. We identified four core structures that
showed the best trade-off between singlet-triplet gap, oscillator strength and vertical excitation
energy. Their structures are depicted in Scheme 6 and their properties are summarized in Table 4.
Compounds 20-22 are derivatives of 4 and 6, some of the most promising INVEST core structures
identified in the previous sections, thus it was not very surprising these structures would be among
the ones with the best combination of properties for blue INVEST emitters. Notably, none of the four
azacyclopenta[cd]phenalenes 19-22 have been reported in the literature before, and only derivatives
of 18 have been synthesized previously.99–101
a)

b)

Figure 5. Maps of singlet-triplet gaps, oscillator strengths (a) and vertical excitation energies (b) of all
permutations of substituting C-H with N in azacyclopenta[cd]phenalenes at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ
level of theory. Red data points show structures with a good trade-off between the singlet-triplet gap,
oscillator strength, and vertical excitation energy. The horizontal gray line in (b) indicates a vertical
excitation energy of 2.85 eV corresponding to about 468 nm, after correcting for the solvatochromic
shift.

Scheme 6. Azacyclopenta[cd]phenalenes with the best trade-off between singlet-triplet gap,
oscillator strength, and vertical excitation energies.
Table 4. Excited state energy differences and oscillator strengths of the S0-S1 transition, and estimated
fluorescence rates of the S1-S0 transition for compounds 18-22 at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of
theory.
Compound

ΔE(S0-S1) [eV]

λ(S0-S1) [nm]

ΔE(S1-T1) [eV]

f12

kF [106 s-1]

18
19
20
21
22

2.153
2.738
2.708
2.941
2.987

607
486
491
455
448

-0.017
-0.041
-0.019
-0.055
-0.017

0.001
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.002

0.215
1.08
0.652
1.10
0.805

Consequently, we decided to focus on 21 because, of all these four structures, it offers the best
property trade-off and studied all distinct monosubstituted analogues with the same set of 18
substituents used with the azaphenalenes, as depicted in Scheme 7. The corresponding property maps
at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of theory are shown in Figure 6. The results show that tuning of the
singlet-triplet gap, fluorescence rate and vertical excitation energy can be achieved to a significant
extent even with a single substitution.
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Scheme 7. Systematic monosubstitution of compounds 21 with diverse substituents.

a)

b)

Figure 6. Maps of singlet-triplet gaps, oscillator strengths and vertical excitation energies of
monosubstituted analogues of 21 with the substituents shown in Scheme 7 at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ
level of theory. The red data point corresponds to unsubstituted 21. The horizontal gray line in (b)
indicates a vertical excitation energy of 2.85 eV corresponding to about 468 nm, after correcting for
the solvatochromic shift.
Having identified 21 as the most promising azacyclopenta[cd]phenalene core structure and studied the
effect of small substituents on its properties, we carried out stepwise systematic structural
modifications of 21 to optimize for INVEST molecules with inverted singlet-triplet gaps, appreciable
oscillator strengths and vertical excitation energies suitable for blue emitters. Hence, three target
properties were optimized simultaneously. The optimization progress is illustrated in Figure 7. Again,
important structures along the optimization trajectory are marked with diamond markers in Figure 7ab, with red markers in Figure 7c-d, and highlighted in Table 5. These results show that blue INVEST
emitters can very likely be realized, and they demonstrate again that INVEST molecules with
appreciable fluorescence rates are likely more common than expected previously.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7. Optimization progress for singlet-triplet gap and oscillator strength (a), vertical S1 and T1
excitation energies (b), and property maps (c-d) of all compounds investigated during the optimization,
aiming at potential blue INVEST emitters. Important structures are marked with diamond markers (ab) and red marker outlines (c-d), respectively. The horizontal gray line in (b) and (d) indicates a vertical
excitation energy of 3.2 eV corresponding to about 448 nm, after correcting for the solvatochromic
shift.
Table 5. Important structures along the optimization trajectory, aimed at potential blue INVEST
emitters, and their properties. Absorption wavelengths, λ(S0-S1), are corrected based on experimental
data (vide supra, details in the Supporting Information).
Compound

ΔE(S0-S1)
[eV]

λ(S0-S1)
[nm]

ΔE(S1-T1)
[eV]

f12

kF [106 s-1]

3.165

453

0.164

0.697

303

3.031

473

0.067

0.633

252

2.944

488

0.001

0.684

257

23

24

25

3.480

412

0.194

0.041

21.5

3.287

436

0.101

0.677

317

2.645

543

-0.357

0.661

201

3.218

446

0.046

0.929

417

26

27

28

29

Validation of Optimized Structures. To validate our findings, we decided to use minimal analogues of
promising structures identified above and confirm their properties using higher-level of theory.
Furthermore, we evaluated vibrational contributions to the singlet-triplet gaps as above and tested for
the possibility of excited-state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT)102–110 in our hydrogen-bonded
INVEST molecules. The minimal analogues selected are defined in Scheme 8. The results of high-level
theory methods, as well as the comparison between Franck-Condon (vertical) and minima-to-minima
(adiabatic) singlet-triplet gaps, are illustrated in Figure 8. The benchmark methods depicted in Figure
8a confirm the significant increase in oscillator strength obtained while (largely) maintaining the
inverted gaps, as observed at the ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP level of theory. Notably, the minimal analogues
we selected for validation are neither the best candidates we found in terms of inverted singlet-triplet
gaps nor in terms of fluorescence rates, yet they still show promise for use as INVEST emitters in
applications. Furthermore, Figure 8b shows that vibrational contributions to the singlet-triplet gap are
generally negligible for the minimal analogues selected. We observed the largest adverse vibrational
effect for compound 41, but it still amounts only to 0.06 eV.
Compound
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Core
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

R1
H
NH2
H
NH2
H
NH2
H
NH2
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H
H
NH2
NH2
H
H
NH2
NH2

Compound
38
39
40
41
23
42
43
44

Core
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
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H
NH2
H
NH2
H
NH2

R2
H
H
NH2
NH2
H
H
NH2
NH2

Scheme 8. Minimal analogues of INVEST molecules with appreciable fluorescence rates used for
validation.

a)

b)

Figure 8. Validation of minimal analogues of INVEST molecules with appreciable fluorescence rates
with benchmark quality methods (a) and comparison of their vertical and adiabatic singlet-triplet gaps
(b). Data points with lighter colors correspond to the corresponding unsubstituted cores 3-6.
Finally, we tested the possibility of ESIPT in all validation compounds with intramolecular hydrogen
bonds, namely 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 42 and 44. We tested for both single and double proton transfer
from the aniline to the respective hydrogen-bonded core nitrogen atom by displacing the hydrogen
atom accordingly and optimizing the resulting structures in the S0, S1 and T1 manifolds, respectively.
The corresponding results are provided in Table 6. For almost all compounds, neither single (1 PT), nor
double (2 PT) proton transfer results in a stable state in the S1 manifold as geometry optimization
reversed the proton transfer(s) back to the original structures. In the S0 manifold, proton transfer never
resulted in a stable state. In the T1 manifold, single proton transfer generally resulted in stable states,
which were energetically uphill for all validation compounds except 42. Nevertheless, for 42, single
proton transfer was energetically downhill only by about 0.08 eV. Double proton transfer resulted in a
stable state in the T1 manifold only for 44. Hence, ESIPT is unlikely to cause significant property changes
to the INVEST molecules studied in this paper.
Table 6. Test for excited-state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) in minimal analogues of INVEST
molecules with appreciable fluorescence rates. The table entries provide the energy differences of the
proton transfer states (PT) to the corresponding initial states in the respective state manifolds (S 0, S1
or T1) at the ωB2PLYP/def2-SV(P) level of theory. Unstable structures, denoted as “–,” showed reverse
proton transfer during geometry optimization.
Compound
31
33
35
37
39
41
42
44

E(S0) [eV]
1 PT
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

2 PT
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

E(S1) [eV]
1 PT
2 PT
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
+0.86
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

E(T1) [eV]
1 PT
2 PT
+0.49
–
+0.62
–
+0.34
–
+0.56
–
+0.05
–
+0.31
–
-0.08
–
+0.11
+0.98

Discussion
Overall, we find that modification of phenalene cores results in a rich space of INVEST molecules as
the singlet-triplet gap, the fluorescence rate and the absorption wavelength can be tuned over wide
property intervals. We also discover that INVEST molecules with appreciable fluorescence rate are not

only possible, but readily derived by careful substitution of azaphenalenes. Finally, we establish that
INVEST molecules with appreciable fluorescence rate with azaphenalene cores cover the entire visible
light spectrum showing promise as organic electronic materials in general, especially for emissive
materials. In the following discussion, we will investigate these claims in detail, and discuss the
potential of INVEST molecules as OLED materials by comparing their design and properties to
established organic emitters.
Design Principles. The general principle of INVEST emitters compared to the current generations of
OLEDs is illustrated in Scheme 9. First generation emitters are unable to harvest triplet excitons leading
to a maximum internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of only 25%, limiting external quantum efficiency
(EQE) to about 5%.25,92,93,95,111 Phosphorescent emitters improve on that by enabling fast ISC allowing
all singlet excitons to be down-converted to triplets and having comparably fast phosphorescence rate
constants.25,92,93,95,111 However, their main drawbacks are low long-term device stabilities due to high
excited triplet populations causing triplet-triplet annihilation, singlet-triplet annihilation and tripletpolaron annihilation (which are the major cause of decomposition89,92,96), and high cost due to reliance
on noble metals.25,95 The third generation of emissive materials, TADF emitters, solve these problems
at least in part as they do not require noble metals and tend to have higher long-term device stabilities,
while allowing efficient triplet exciton harvesting.25,89,97,112 Yet, stability is not ideal as excited triplet
populations are still significant.89 Hyperfluorescence emitters are currently emerging as fourth
generation of OLED materials.113 Their central idea is to combine the advantages of first-generation
fluorescent emitters and third-generation TADF emitters by using a TADF assistant dopant to harvest
both singlet and triplet excitons efficiently and utilizing Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) to
transfer all singlet excitons from the TADF assistant dopant to the fluorescent emitter.25,91,113
Subsequently, light is emitted from the first excited singlet of the fluorescent emitter. OLEDs based on
hyperfluorescence, like TADF emitters, reach 100% internal quantum efficiencies, but have narrower
emission leading to higher color purity and also have higher long-term device stability.113 However, it
is important to realize that hyperfluorescence emitters are also compatible with INVEST emitters as
assistant dopants potentially improving their performance even further. Hence, INVEST emitters have
the potential to surpass all previous generations of emissive materials in terms of long-term device
stability, especially for blue emitters, because the change in the relative energies of excited singlet and
triplet leads to considerably lower triplet populations. Furthermore, they do not rely on noble metals
either and harvest triplet excitons at least equally well. Some of the most important properties of
typical emitters from these OLED generations are summarized in Table 7.

Scheme 9. Jablonski diagrams of previous and current generations of OLED materials compared to
INVEST emitters as proposed next generation summarizing their key properties.
Table 7. Comparison of important properties of typical emitters from current generations of emissive
materials with INVEST molecules.
Property
Internal quantum
efficiency (IQE)

Fluorescent

Phosphorescent

TADF

Hyperfluorescent

INVEST

≤25%

≤100%

≤100%

≤100%

≤100%

Composition

Organic

Organometallic

Organic,
Organometallic

Organic,
Organometallic

Organic,
Organometallic?

Low

Low

Medium

High

High?

Cheap

Expensive

Cheap

Cheap

Cheap

Long-term
stability
Cost

Generally, the design of organic emitters has focused largely on minimizing singlet-triplet gaps based
on a two-orbital two-electron model (TOTEM) using highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).114–116 Within TOTEM, the singlet-triplet gap equals twice
the exchange integral between HOMO and LUMO.114–116 Hence, based on that model, the singlet-triplet
gap can be minimized by reducing the spatial overlap between HOMO and LUMO, and this strategy
proved effective leading to various designs for TADF emitters.95,96,117 However, it has been shown
recently that TOTEM is not sufficient to predict singlet-triplet gaps accurately, as the inclusion of
additional states is necessary to account for the non-negligible contribution of double excitations.22,116
An alternative explanation for the missing physics is the absence of spin polarization in TOTEM.23,118–
121
It is important to point out that both double excitation contributions and spin polarization are
equivalent mechanisms enabling inverted singlet-triplet gaps. The difference between the two
concepts is that double excitation contributions are interpreted in the state description of electronic
excitation, spin polarization is interpreted in the orbital description.23 Importantly, the neglect of
double excitations makes inverted singlet-triplet gaps impossible within TOTEM.22,116 Therefore,
refined models accounting for double excitations are required to describe the low-energy excited
electronic states of INVEST emitters appropriately. TD-DFAs need to be double-hybrid or higher in their
rung41,122 or have to be used as spin-flip variant with a well-behaved triplet state as reference.123
Accordingly, a four-state model has been proposed as minimal model to describe the low-energy

excited states of INVEST molecules.22,116 It shows that, to design of INVEST emitters, the minimization
of the spatial overlap between HOMO and LUMO is important but not sufficient and the increase of
double excitation character are equally important. Importantly, increasing double excitation character
is an effective mechanism to realize large fluorescence rates and small singlet-triplet gaps
simultaneously.118,124
One main achievement in this work is breaking the empirical observation that molecules with very
small singlet-triplet gaps tend to have very small oscillator strength,95 and effective illustrations of this
observation have been provided in the context of high-throughput virtual screenings.116,125,126 INVEST
molecules with appreciable oscillator strength were, to the best of our knowledge, previously unheard
of.22 The trade-off between singlet-triplet gap and oscillator strength is a consequence of the small
spatial overlap between HOMO and LUMO minimizing the corresponding exchange integral, but higher
spatial overlap between HOMO and LUMO increases the oscillator strength of the respective electronic
excitation.96,117,127 Nevertheless, the main difference is that spatially extended HOMOs and LUMOs lead
to smaller singlet-triplet gaps, but to larger oscillator strengths.127,128 Thus, extending π-systems has
been used successfully as a strategy to escape the empirically observed correlation between these
properties, for instance, by introducing phenylene linkers between donor and acceptor
moieties.96,127,129
As pointed out previously, 1 follows the general design strategy of TADF emitters using the multiple
resonance effect (MRE),22 and this applies equally to all the INVEST molecules discovered in this study.
MRE emitters rely on spatial HOMO-LUMO separation within a single π-system by introducing
heteroatoms at appropriate positions to induce opposing resonance effects on neighboring atoms in
the system to minimize exchange integrals and singlet-triplet gaps.130 These emitters were introduced
as new design for TADF emitters only recently,130 and they have been shown to possess several
advantages over the classic donor-acceptor design. In particular, such molecules have significantly
higher fluorescence rates, small reorganization energies, and high color purity, due to their rigidity.130–
132
Up to now, MRE emitters have not been reported on extensively despite showing promise for
blue130,133–136 and green132,135,137 emitters, and as organic TADF laser dyes.138 One of their drawbacks
compared to classical donor-acceptor (D-A) emitters are their typically larger singlet-triplet
gaps.131,136,137 Nevertheless, MRE emitters were shown experimentally to harvest triplet excitons
efficiently with IQEs of up to 100%.130 Importantly, all INVEST emitters with appreciable fluorescence
rate discovered follow a donor-acceptor-donor (D-A-D) architecture with the acceptor being the
INVEST core structure, with the main difference that twisted D-A connections are avoided. In the best
performing candidates, the acceptor cores and the donors are separated by a π-system. For TADF
emitters, this is one of the most common molecular architectures.112,117,139,140 Notably, this analysis
reveals that all chemical moieties with inherent INVEST properties utilized so far are acceptors.
Accordingly, this poses the question whether future studies could also find donor structures with
inverted singlet-triplet gaps as this would increase the chemical space of potential INVEST emitters
drastically and allow entirely different architectures. Furthermore, it also needs to be investigated
whether INVEST emitters could be good candidates for electrically pumped organic lasers.141,142
The INVEST emitters discovered in this study solve one of the disadvantages of most previous MRE
emitters by having inverted singlet-triplet gaps, which will make triplet exciton harvesting even more
efficient and improve long-term device stability. Moreover, our INVEST emitter design benefits from
all the advantages of MRE emitters. The high rigidity of the INVEST core structures is expected to
produce narrow emission of high color purity, improved stability and increased EQE due to improved

light outcoupling efficiency.96 Thus, these emitters can resolve the main drawbacks of classical TADF
emitters based on the D-A design.96 In addition, we have found INVEST emitters with even higher
oscillator strengths than the best performing small molecule MRE emitters reported so far,130,131,137
and specifically much brighter potential blue emitters, showing that high fluorescence rate constants
can be realized with this design. Notably, the INVEST design of having largely co-planar molecules with
high oscillator strength but small singlet-triplet gaps aligns perfectly with the criteria established in a
recent account for promising new OLED emitter designs.143 Classical TADF emitters based on the D-A
design typically have oscillator strengths for the first singlet excitation of typically only up to 0.1,116,143
small molecule MRE emitters with values larger than 0.4 have been reported.130,131,137 In this study, we
discovered INVEST emitters with predicted oscillator strengths larger than 1. Hence, we believe that
INVEST emitters based on the MRE design have the potential to surpass the performance of current
TADF and phosphorescent emitters used in OLED devices and establish a new generation of organic
electronic materials.
The inverted energy ordering of excited singlet and triplet will result in fundamentally different
dynamic behavior between INVEST emitters and TADF emitters. Assuming fast thermal equilibration
of the populations of first excited singlet and triplet states, the delayed fluorescence intensity would
have an inverse temperature-dependence, i.e. higher temperatures lead to reduced delayed
fluorescence due to an increasing triplet population.112 However, this inverse temperature
dependence is extremely hard to detect because the changes in the rISC rates, i.e. transitions from
first excited triplets to singlets, will be very small. In other words, in contrast to emissive TADF
materials, INVEST emitters will have almost temperature-independent rISC rates but temperaturedependent ISC rates.144 Hence, the temperature-dependence of the delayed fluorescence intensity is
not a robust experimental diagnostic for INVEST emitters. Accordingly, delayed fluorescence from
INVEST emitters is not thermally activated as triplet excitons are downconverted to singlet excitons
and do not require (significant) thermal energy. Hence, defining INVEST as new class of emitters,
distinct from TADF emitters, is justified.
Importantly, derivatives of 2 have been tested as potential OLED emitters in devices already several
years ago.145–147 However, it has not been recognized until very recently that these derivatives likely
have an inverted singlet-triplet gap, which is in full agreement with a recent combined computational
and experimental study on this molecule class.23 It was even reported that one of these derivatives
shows the opposite temperature-dependence of the delayed fluorescence rate compared to TADF
molecules but it was not interpreted as possibly resulting from an inverted singlet-triplet gap.145 We
used our computational protocol on these structures and the results indeed suggest inverted singlettriplet gaps (Details in the SI). Altogether, these early reports are evidence that INVEST molecules can
indeed be efficient emissive materials for OLED devices. Importantly, one of the reasons that
derivatives of 2 were not pursued further as organic emitters was their comparably modest
performance caused by low internal quantum efficiencies. This is likely caused by their negligible
fluorescence rates as the corresponding electronic transitions are symmetry-forbidden.23 Hence, we
believe that INVEST molecules with appreciable fluorescence rates will improve significantly on their
performance as emissive materials and will unlock their true potential. Furthermore, compound 38
and several other derivatives of 5 have been synthesized very recently and their optical properties
characterized.83–86 Based on our computational results, 38 has an inverted singlet-triplet gap and
appreciable fluorescence rate. While the latter has been confirmed experimentally,86 the inverted
singlet-triplet gap has remained unrecognized, as the use of double-hybrid TD-DFAs capable to
characterize their electronic properties is not widespread. Experimental attempts to estimate its

singlet-triplet gap were not reported.86 These studies demonstrate that at least some of the molecules
investigated in this study are readily synthesizable making them promising targets for experimental
follow-up studies.
Another crucial design strategy we discovered is the use of strong intramolecular hydrogen bonds
between primary or secondary amines and nitrogen lone pairs of the INVEST cores to rigidify the
molecules, control their conformations and increase their fluorescence rates significantly without a
concomitant increase in singlet-triplet gap. The increased rigidity will likely contribute to narrow
emission bands leading to high color purity, which is important for display applications.130,143 It should
be noted that a similar strategy to increase the fluorescence rate using boron complexation was
demonstrated to be effective on substituted derivatives of 5 very recently.85 However, the use of these
strong intramolecular hydrogen bonds comes with the risk of potential ESIPT, which could introduce
low-lying triplet states and break the INVEST property.102–110 Nevertheless, in the set of validation
compounds only 42 shows proton transfer to lead to a lower excited triplet state causing an increase
of the singlet-triplet gap of 0.08 eV. Both the observations that only one of the investigated structures
shows this detrimental effect and that the increase in 42 merely is 0.08 eV demonstrate that, at least
molecules with comparable structures, ESIPT is unlikely to cause a significant deterioration of the
molecular properties of INVEST emitters. Thus, we believe that strong intramolecular hydrogen bonds
are a promising molecular design strategy for organic emissive materials.
Finally, one open question about INVEST emitters based on the MRE design is whether rISC can be
efficient in these systems. Even though it is energetically favorable to undergo rISC from excited triplets
to singlets, this process is not necessarily fast. Recently, the excited state dynamics of typical MRE
emitters have been investigated independently in two computational studies to gain insight into the
ISC and rISC mechanisms.148,149 It was found that the general mechanisms for the studied MRE emitters
are equivalent to other organic TADF emitters and proceed via second-order spin-vibronic
coupling.148,150–154 However, because of the inverted state ordering, the higher excited triplet states
will likely not mediate ISC and rISC for INVEST emitters because the associated energy differences are
even larger. Hence, we expect that direct spin-orbit coupling between S1 and T1 is the most likely
mechanism for these processes. For TADF emitters based on the MRE design, it was proposed that a
decrease in the singlet-triplet gap will lead to an acceleration of rISC.148 Hence, INVEST emitters based
on the same design with singlet-triplet gaps small in magnitude will likely have a higher rISC rate
compared to TADF emitters based on the MRE design, and these processes will likely proceed via direct
coupling between S1 and T1 as these are close in energy. INVEST emitters with singlet-triplet gaps large
in magnitude will likely have slower rISC rates due to the energetic distance between the
interconverting states, but higher energy singlet states close in energy could facilitate these
processes.15 Alternatively, substituents on the INVEST emitters could enable new ISC and rISC
pathways via selected vibrational modes but this needs to be probed on specific structural classes of
molecules. Overall, this suggests rISC likely to be efficient in the INVEST emitters discovered as many
of them have singlet-triplet gaps small in magnitude. However, follow-up studies investigating their
excited state dynamics need to be carried out to gain more insight into the underlying mechanisms,
and future INVEST emitters need to be designed with maximizing rISC rate constants as explicit target.
Benchmarking and Validation. Currently, classification of INVEST molecules relies largely on using
various reliable ab initio computational methods22,23 because experimental evidence is sparse and hard
to obtain.15,23 To the best of our knowledge, there are only two published direct attempts of estimating
an inverted singlet-triplet gap experimentally based on energy-transfer rates using known triplet

sensitizers as references and they were carried out for 1 and another azaphenalene derivative.15,16 Yet,
in both cases they are not fully conclusive as the associated uncertainties cannot exclude small but
positive values with sufficient confidence.15,16 Furthermore, a recent study attempted to obtain
spectroscopic evidence for the predicted inverted singlet-triplet gap in 2.23 Despite in-depth optical
characterization of 2 including time-dependent photoluminescence decay measurements, with and
without the presence of molecular oxygen as triplet quencher or external heavy atoms to facilitate ISC,
and microsecond transient absorption measurements, it could only be concluded that no evidence for
the involvement of a low energy triplet in the excited state dynamics probed has been found.23 This
shortcoming needs to be addressed in future studies and reliable experimental methods for the
determination of singlet-triplet gaps suitable for INVEST emitters need to be developed. Accordingly,
the most reliable evidence for inverted singlet-triplet gaps still comes from ab initio characterization.
Many well-established computational methods, all based on different theoretical models and
assumptions, predict negative singlet-triplet gaps for both 1 and 2.22,23 These methods all have in
common that they account for contributions of double excitations. Hence, they also support the
minimal four-state model developed recently describing singlet-triplet gaps of organic emitters with
the correct physics.116
Based on comprehensive benchmarking against ADC(2),44–50 EOM-CCSD51–55 and FNO-EOM-CCSD51–59
calculations as references, we established a robust computational protocol using ωB2PLP,41 a doublehybrid TD-DFA,68–71,122 as our computational workhorse (Figure 3). It accounts for double excitations
perturbatively based on a CIS(D)155,156 calculation, and it was shown to be one of the most reliable TDDFA methods currently available.122 Generally, it reproduces trends in both singlet-triplet gaps and
oscillator strengths faithfully. Occasional outliers of singlet-triplet gaps lead to missing molecules that
would be inverted, but not to misidentifying ordinary structures as INVEST molecules (Figure 3a). The
observed outliers for oscillator strength would only lead to under- rather than overestimation
demonstrating that all INVEST molecules with appreciable oscillator strength identified based on
ωB2PLP are very likely robust predictions (Figure 3b). Moreover, these outliers in predicted oscillator
strength likely stem from EOM-CCSD as both ADC(2) and ωB2PLP show excellent agreement with each
other without notable outliers. The Gaussian process regression we performed (Figure 3a) could be
applied for correcting predicted singlet-triplet gaps to get more accurate values. However, as we were
mostly interested in testing for negative singlet-triplet gaps, correcting for the systematic offset
between a zero gap at the EOM-CCSD level and the corresponding gap at the ωB2PLP level is sufficient.
There are several other approximations in our computational protocol that need to be addressed. First,
most singlet-triplet gaps and fluorescence rate estimates are based on the Franck-Condon point of the
molecules, which is likely reasonable as most of the structures are rigid. Accordingly, excited state
geometry optimizations did not reveal any significant deterioration of the negative singlet-triplet gaps
in the validation set. Additionally, color estimates were also based on the Franck-Condon point and
disregard the Stokes shift, which is a very crude approximation. Moreover, color estimates were based
on a calibration of computation against experimental spectra in solution. Due to the sparsity of suitable
experimental data, the spectra used were not recorded in the same solvent (Details in the SI).
Nevertheless, since the first excited singlets in the color benchmark set have largely locally excited
character, the solvatochromic shift is not expected to be strongly solvent-dependent,23,130 and, at least
in the experimental data set available, the data from multiple solvents seem to be consistent. Hence,
the solvatochromic shift estimate used is an acceptable approximation, and serves to correct for a
systematic offset in the vertical excitation energies in the gas phase obtained using ωB2PLP. Yet, most
experimental data points were in the middle of the visible light spectrum making the corrected values

both in the low and high energy regions less robust, which is particularly relevant for potential blue
emitters as their predicted vertical excitation energies estimates have the highest uncertainty. For
future computational protocols, the impact of excited state geometry relaxation needs to be computed
explicitly to find better candidates for INVEST emitters and obtain more reliable color estimates.
Furthermore, experimental verification of predicted absorption and emission energies are also
necessary.
Finally, the validation of trends in singlet-triplet gaps and oscillator strengths also requires further
attention. While the respective results confirm the trends observed in the optimizations, the expensive
computational methods necessary limit us to rather limited molecular sizes. Hence, future
computational studies on larger and more realistic INVEST emitters need to be carried out to validate
our findings. To do that, alternative computational approaches need to be tested, especially local
excited state methods like LADC(2) or LCC2, to compute even larger molecules and also perform
excited state geometry optimizations very reliably and efficiently.157–163 Additionally, systematic
exploration of potential conical intersections between S0, S1 and T1 states has only been carried out for
223 and needs to be performed on more promising INVEST emitters as well to exclude any detrimental
effects on IQE. Nevertheless, all the validations support our predictions and show that these molecules
are likely good candidates for efficient organic emissive materials.
Effect of Core Structure and Substitution. The observation that systematic substitution of C-H by N in
1 and 18 leads to many new INVEST molecules partly supports the prediction made in a very recent
paper that the inverted singlet-triplet gap is an intrinsic property of isoelectronic compounds of 2.164
However, the statement proves to be too optimistic as a significant fraction of these derivatives lose
the inverted singlet-triplet gap as demonstrated in Figure 1 and Figure 5. We also realized that the
introduction of an increasing number of nitrogen atoms at appropriate positions leads to a gradual
increase of the vertical excitation energy of the first excited singlet. This has already been
demonstrated in the 1980s based on a compilation of experimental data on a small subset of all the
possible derivatives.15 This intrinsic feature of the azaphenalene core makes these derivatives very
attractive for applications as emissive materials because a wide color spectrum is accessible without
changing the molecular structures drastically. It enabled us to find potential INVEST emitters having
various excitation energies with minimal effort, and it will facilitate further design. The observation
that minimal modification of azaphenalenes leads to azacyclopenta[cd]phenalenes with significantly
increased vertical excitation energies expands the accessible colors leading to reasonable coverage of
the visible light spectrum by making efficient blue emitters attainable. It demonstrates that minimal
modifications of the azaphenalene core can lead to large property changes and, hence, encourages
the exploration of further derivatives in future studies. Importantly, the introduction of one additional
5-membered ring does not change the electronic properties completely as the inverted singlet-triplet
gap is retained, and the impact of nitrogen substitution is comparable. However, while systematic
substitution of C-H by N is trivial in computational studies, it can strongly impact synthesizability. While
substituted analogs of 5 have good literature precedence,72,75,76,81–86 derivatives of 3, 4 and 6 are less
common.72–74,77,78,80,165 Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, neither 21 itself nor any substituted
analogs have been synthesized before, only derivatives of 18 have been reported.99–101 Yet absence of
literature precedence does not imply synthetic inaccessibility and we believe that our study will spark
renewed interest in these compound classes, and motivate research groups to develop efficient
synthesis routes for them.

One recurring observation from the systematic exploration of derivatives of 1 and 18, including both
the nitrogen substitution and the introduction of functional groups, is a connection between singlettriplet gap and oscillator strength. There is no strong correlation between these properties, but there
is a trade-off that needs to be overcome as shown in the property maps. Selecting cores with the best
trade-off between singlet-triplet gap and oscillator strength leads to an increase in estimated
fluorescence rate constants of up to 3 orders of magnitude relative to 1 showing that the choice of
core structure is crucial. This is also supported by the observation that the impact of substituents can
be very different depending on the structure. For instance, while 1 shows only very modest changes in
oscillator strength upon substitution, substituted analogs of 2-6 lead to significant changes. Moreover,
we also observed a correlation between the vertical excitation energies and singlet-triplet gaps in
substituted analogs of 21 as substituents affect excited singlet and triplet states differently. This was
crucial during the optimization of blue INVEST emitters to find structural modifications that increase
both excited singlet and triplet energies equivalently in order not to negatively impact the singlettriplet gaps.

Conclusions
In this work, we have explored organic molecules with inverted singlet-triplet gaps based on nitrogensubstituted phenalenes computationally. Through careful substitution of azaphenalenes with a
combination of π-substituents, donor, and acceptor groups, we revealed a vast space of INVEST
molecules with appreciable fluorescence rates. Additional modification of the phenalene core lead to
the discovery of azacyclopenta[cd]phenalenes as promising blue INVEST emitters with considerable
fluorescence rate. Most of these molecules are likely synthetically accessible and offer various
advantages for optoelectronic applications, including potentially fast reverse intersystem crossing,
increased device lifetime and high color purity.
Additionally, the full potential of INVEST molecules has yet to be unleashed because the chemical space
exploration was far from exhaustive. For a more comprehensive exploration, systematic computerguided multi-objective optimization procedures are required, and we are already implementing this
approach for future studies. Nevertheless, the large number of discovered structures suffices as a
proof of concept for the existence of molecules with inverted singlet-triplet gaps and appreciable
fluorescence rates. Importantly, the computational predictions need to be verified experimentally and
work towards synthesizing and testing the most promising INVEST emitters is already underway in our
lab. We envision that organic INVEST emitters have the potential to become the next generation of
OLED materials.
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1

Compound Numbering

To provide a unique identifier for all compounds investigated in the course of this study, every
compound is assigned a unique number prefixed by the letter ”S,” for Supporting Information
(SI). These numbers differ from the ones used in the main text. In the additional SI files,
we attached a table of all compounds mentioned in the main text together with their SI
numbers. In addition, there is a list of all molecules investigated with their SI numbers and
their SMILES strings, as well as a PDF file containing the SI numbers of all compounds
investigated together with an image of the corresponding molecular graph.

S3

2

Supplementary Results

In this section, additional results, that did not fit into the main manuscript, are presented.

2.1

Gaussian Process Regression

Gaussian process regression was carried out using Python (version 3.6.9) 1 together with the
scikit-learn package (version 0.21.2). 2 First, data was transformed linearly to be within the
interval [0,1]. As kernel, we used a sum of the Matérn kernel with ν =

5
2

and the White

kernel.

2.2

Solvatochromic Shift Calibration

Table S1 provides the data used for calibrating for the solvatochromic shift with the corresponding references. Table S2 provides the results of linear regressions carried out for that
purpose. These linear regressions were used to estimate the absorption wavelength for the
compounds investigated in the course of this study.
Table S1: Calibration of solvatochromic shift using experimental absorption data. The
solvents used in experiment, if known, are added in parenthesis. Computations were carried
out without solvent model.

Compound
S1
S11
S13
S46
S47
S52
S53
S77
S84
S559
S210

Experiment
3

1.039 (hexane)
1.908 4 (EtOH)
1.845 5 (EtOH)
1.974 6 (hexane)
1.962 7 (EtOH)
2.039 8 (MeCN)
2.335 8 (MeCN)
1.947 8 (MeCN)
2.799 9 (MeCN)
1.950 10 (CHCl3 )
1.807 4 (EtOH)

EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ
1.092
1.659
2.012
2.264
1.999
2.251
2.526
2.114
2.791
2.197
1.786

ΔE(S0 -S1 ) [eV]
ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP
1.038
1.536
1.863
2.062
1.852
2.093
2.333
1.970
2.578
1.963
1.651

S4

1.316
1.881
2.226
2.421
2.213
2.479
2.755
2.333
3.028
2.423
2.011

SA-SF-PBE50/def2-SVP
1.095
1.635
1.957
2.163
1.988
2.210
2.518
2.016
2.909
2.193
1.764

Table S2: Results of linear regression of experimental against predicted vertical S1 excitation
energies: ΔE(S0 -S1 )exp = Slope · ΔE(S0 -S1 )com + Intercept

2.3

Method

Slope

Intercept [eV]

R2

F

N

EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ
ADC(2)/cc-pVDZ
ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP
SA-SF-PBE50/def2-SVP

0.87(11)
0.96(11)
0.87(10)
0.85(9)

0.17(22)
0.13(22)
-0.03(23)
0.23(18)

0.88
0.89
0.89
0.91

67
72
74
93

11
11
11
11

Azaphenalene Derivatives from Literature

Table S3 provides the computational results for the structures of derivatives of 2 investigated
in the literature. L1 is a simplified analogue of a compound used as OLED emitter, 11 the
six tert-butyl groups were removed to reduce computational cost and avoid prohibitively
expensive computations. L2 was also used as OLED emitter. 12,13 L3 was characterized both
experimentally and computationally in a very recent study. 14

S5

Table S3: Results of our computational protocol for derivatives of 2 studied in the literature.

Molecule

ωB2PLYP/def2-SVP
ΔE(S0 -S1 ) [eV] ΔE(S0 -T1 ) [eV]

ΔE(S1 -T1 ) [eV]

f12 (S0 -S1 )

3.1490

3.0480

0.1010

0.0000

3.1290

3.4180

-0.2890

0.0000

3.1710

3.3590

-0.1880

0.0000

L1

L2

L3
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